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**Items written about Hardy**

‘Thomas Hardy's Wessex’ from *The Bookman* (1891)

‘Thomas Hardy’ by John Bailey from *The Bookman* (1913)

‘Six novels of Thomas Hardy and the real tragedy’ by D.H. Lawrence from *Book Collector's Quarterly* (1932)

‘The love poetry of Thomas Hardy’ by V.H. Collins (note and suppressed passage) (1943)

**Items written by Hardy**

‘Christmas in the Elgin Room’, printed January 1928

‘Nocturnal Reconnoitre’ *The Times Broadsheet* No.16 (n.d.)

‘Yuletide in a younger world’, 1927

‘Song of the Soldiers’ (reprinted from *The Times*, 9 September, 1914). One copy published Hove, 1914, the other two Hove, 1915

‘The Oxen’ (1915), 2 copies

‘Compassion’ (1924)

‘The science of fiction’ by Hardy in *Life and Letters* (1928) ed. Desmond MacCarthy

**Theatre Programmes**

‘Far from the Madding Crowd’, Royal Globe Theatre (1882)

‘The Dynasts’, The New Theatre, Oxford (1920)

‘The return of the Native’, Corn Exchange, Dorchester (1920)

‘A Desperate Remedy’, Corn Exchange, Dorchester (1922)

‘Tess’, Corn Exchange, Dorchester (1924)


**Miscellaneous**

Prospectus and order form for Bibliography of the works of Thomas Hardt, 1865 – 1915 (1916) with accompanying letter from Frank Hollings to Mr B Dobell.

Order of Proceedings at the unveiling of the memorial statue of Thomas Hardy (1931)

Catalogue of Furniture of the late Mrs F.E. Hardy (1938)

*See also* Memorials 1

and entries in the [Johnson online catalogue](http://www.johnsoncollections.org/)